
Smartdrive 
Protecting your drivers, your passengers and your fleet

Multiple camera integration  |  Advanced triggering and speciality equipment (pedestrian detection, wheelchair 
ramp, etc.)  |  Extended Recording with immediate access and offload of video  |  Patented advanced manoeuvre 
triggering to identify a broad range of risk  |  Available for airport catering vehicles, PRM platform lifts, passenger 
transfer vehicles, tug and bowser operations, amongst others.

Smartdrive Innovation

Actionable Insights
Driving videos provide a consistent, objective 

view into safe and unsafe driving  performance, 
including low speed collisions. 

SmartDrive gives airside and airport service fleet operators unprecedented driving performance insights 
and analysis, helping prevent collisions, improve safety and save fuel, expenses and lives. Our video 
analysis, predictive analytics and personalised performance programme helps operators improve 
driving skills, comply with airside regulations and lower operating costs. It also aids compliance and 
provides a competitive edge when tendering for contracts.

Identifying Positives
The videos also highlight good driving skills, 

document passenger issues and protect 
operators when not-at-fault.

Saving Time
Because SmartDrive safety experts review all the 

videos, it’s easy to prioritise coaching decisions, which 
saves significant time for the safety manager.

Innovative Platform
An open platform that integrates with active 
safety systems, specialty equipment and the 
ECU to capture a comprehensive view of risk.
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Results

*Based upon first year results of    
customers using SmartDrive

83%57% 92% 83% 56%
Unsafe FollowingDistracted Driving Fatigue Speeding Harsh Braking

SmartDrive supports comprehensive safety programmes 
by providing actionable intelligence and easy-to-use 
coaching workflows.
SmartDrive works through a four-stage continuous improvement process. This unique approach 
uses video and data to show managers the best opportunity to coach and reward drivers and 
deliver greater results. 
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